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Is this work incremental?  Please check the appropriate box.
 
Incremental work is the purchase of a good or service that represents new or additional purchases from a Canadian supplier.  These new or additional purchases may take various forms.  They may involve:  
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Incremental work
Evidence Required
i)  purchase of a new product or service from a new Canadian supplier on an indirect transaction 
►
Right Arrow
ii) purchase of a new product or service from an existing Canadian supplier on an indirect transaction
►
Right Arrow
iii) purchase of an existing product or service from an   existing Canadian supplier on an indirect transaction, but which involves a new application or end use of the product (see example below) 
►
Right Arrow
iv) purchase of an existing product or service from an existing Canadian supplier on an indirect transaction, but where there has been a new competitive process to re-select the supplier 
►
Right Arrow
v) purchases of an existing product or service from an existing Canadian supplier on an indirect transaction, but where none of the above circumstances apply  (In these cases, a three-year average of previous purchases will be calculated, based on the three years immediately preceding the date of identification of the transaction to the ITB Authority, and Credit may be awarded on those purchase amounts which exceed the three year average, in each of the ensuing Reporting Periods)
►
Right Arrow
vi)  Other (specify)*
 ►
Right Arrow
 
An example of a new application or end use:
 
The Contractor has previously purchased military tripods from a Canadian supplier that mount to Gun A for sale to country A.  The new application or end use could be the purchase of the same military tripods from the Canadian supplier, but instead of mounting to Gun A for sale to Country A, they are mounted to Gun A for sale to Country B, or they are mounted to Gun B for sale to Country B.
 
*  The ITB authority at its discretion will determine if the proposed transaction is incremental taking the information provided into account. 
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